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it’s a Well-Worn cliché of the
planetarium world: as the lights dim
and the presentation begins, the audi-

ence is invited to “sit back, relax and enjoy
the show.” it’s a phrase i often used myself
during my time at vancouver’s h.r. macmil -
lan space centre. and now that summer is
upon us, i’m going to say it again. 

most astronomy guidebooks encourage
backyard stargazers to prepare for an eve -
ning of observing by compiling a “hit list”
of prospective targets—and that approach
is undeniably logical. if you don’t do your
homework, chances are you’re going to
spend your entire night revisiting old
favourites. “oh, look—m13!” But then
what? there’s another way. not a better way,
but one that’s a nice match for the leisurely
pace of a mild summer’s night.

try this. on the next clear, moonless
evening, set up a comfortable lawn chair,
grab your binoculars and simply sweep up
and down the length of the milky Way. the
key is to go slow—really slow—just to see
what you can see. it’s a truly relaxing way
to explore the night sky. every once in a
while, something will enter your binocular
field that causes you to stop dead in your
tracks. often, it’ll be a cluster or nebula you
already know, but you might appreciate 
the object more this time because you’ve
encountered it unexpectedly. occasionally,
you’ll stumble upon a completely new
celes tial treasure.

that happened to me one July evening
many years ago when i “discovered” the
coathanger asterism in vulpecula. i was 
astonished. Why hadn’t i noticed such a
striking formation before? the reason was
that my trusty Norton’s Star Atlas didn’t plot
the coathanger (or any other asterisms), 
so i didn’t know to look for it. if i hadn’t
been aimlessly sweeping the milky Way, i
wouldn’t have found it.

this leads me to another apt phrase,
courtesy of groucho marx: if you’re not

having fun, you’re doing something wrong.
a night under the stars is supposed to be
enjoyable, but sometimes we turn it into
work. that’s the danger of taking your
preparations too seriously. so this summer,
i encourage you to set aside a night or two
just to sit back, relax and have fun.

HOUSEKEEPING NOTES
flip to the centre of this issue, and have a
look at our brand-new star chart. it’s the
work of SkyNews’ skilled celestial cartogra-
pher, glenn ledrew. our aim is to present

the night sky more realistically and include
more detail, but without adding clutter. it’s
a tricky balance, but i think glenn has done
a fabulous job. also new is terence dickin-
son’s “cosmic musings,” on page 46. drop
me a line and let me know what you think
about these additions. lastly, this issue marks
the final instalment of Peter mcmahon’s
“Wilderness astrono mer.” over the past
five years, Peter has taken us from one dark
corner of canada to the next in search of
the best skies in the country. it’s been a 
terrific journey—thanks, Peter! F
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The Joys of Summer Stargazing
The season’s warm nights encourage you to sit back, relax and enjoy the real sky show 

by Gary Seronik

EDITOR’S REPORT

SCANNING CYGNUS the bright
stretch of milky way running through
the northern Cross (Cygnus) is a
binocular observer’s paradise. Can
you spot the upside-down Coathanger
asterism near the lower right corner
of the frame?  PHOTO BY GARY SERONIK
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LETTERS

eClipse in indonesia
i have been lucky enough to travel on 
several total-solar-eclipse expeditions, the
most recent one being the march 9, 2016,
eclipse on the other side of the planet, 
in the multi-island equatorial nation of 
indonesia. looking at the weather forecast
one day ahead, my eclipse-chasing com-
panions and i decided to take a speedboat
the night before the eclipse and found a
great spot on the small island of tidore.

overnight, we were very worried by the
pouring rain, but the clouds dissipated at
sunrise, and we were greeted with a clear
eclipse. later, we learned that we had made
the right decision, because many of the
other islands experienced varying amounts
of cloud. the eclipse was everything i had
hoped for plus more. a huge prominence
was visible throughout the entire 3 minutes 
5 seconds of totality. my picture of totality,
above, is a 1/125-second exposure at iso
400, taken with a canon 60d dslr cam-

era and a canon 100-400mm lens fitted
with a 2x canon teleconverter for an effec-
tive focal length of 800mm at f/11. i’m 31,
and this was my eighth total eclipse. i can’t
wait until next year to take my parents and
close friends to the path of totality in the
united states for the first time in their lives.

Lukas Gornisiewicz
Okotoks, Alberta

memories of mars
the article describing the mars opposition
in the may/June 2016 issue induced waves
of nostalgia as i recalled my first encounters
with the red planet in 1956, when i was a
grade 11 student living in regina, saskatch -
ewan. new to astronomy, i was out almost
every clear night with my binoculars, learn-
ing my way around the sky and watching
mars brighten as opposition drew nearer.

the regina astronomical society (now
the regina centre of the rasc) had a small
domed observatory in a city park and held
a night of public viewing in early september,
to coincide with mars’ close approach. i
joined the throngs waiting patiently for a
peek at the red planet. 

outside the building, several people had
set up homemade telescopes, including a 
6-inch reflector, which had been left idle. 
i walked over and enjoyed an impressive
view of mars through the scope. almost 
instantly, a crowd formed, and i found my-
self acting as host, directing people to the
eyepiece and answering questions about
what they were seeing. it was my first brush
with “public astronomy” and a learning 
experience vital to my eventual career as a
plan etarium director, beginning with ed-
monton’s Queen elizabeth Planetarium less
than a decade later.

it still amazes me that i can look back on
60 years of active astronomical observing.

David A. Rodger
North Vancouver, British Columbia

SUBMITTING LETTERS AND PHOTOS
skynews editor Gary Seronik welcomes your
letters about anything you read in the maga-
zine. Sub mission of photos as attachments 
is encouraged. Send photos in jpeg format,
keeping compressed file size to less than 3MB,
to: editor@skynews.com.

lukas gornisiewicz 
photographs the 
march 9 total eclipse.
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SKY NEWS BRIEFS

Juno Closes in on Jupiter
Planetary scientists are anxiously anticipating July 4, 2016, not only for

america’s fourth of July celebrations but because they hope their spacecraft arrives
safely at Jupiter. named Juno, it is the second mission in nasa’s new frontiers Program
(the first went by Pluto last summer). it departed earth nearly five years ago and, as of
this writing, is on course and in perfect health.

if all goes well, Juno will fall into a highly elliptical orbit that swings it to within 
5,000 kilometres of the Jovian cloudtops every 11 days. Juno will have its close approaches
(perijove) over Jupiter’s polar regions to avoid the most intense areas of the big planet’s
dangerous radiation belts. each time it does so, Juno will image atmospheric belts, zones
and spots in spectacular detail. But that’s not all.

the primary mission objective is to shed light on Jupiter’s origin. Juno will do this by
examining the planet inside and out. a suite of nine scientific instruments is set to probe
Jupiter’s incredibly deep and complex atmosphere, the swirling sea of liquid metallic 
hydrogen beneath it and the solid core (assuming one exists) that may have “seeded” the
planet’s formation. to complete the picture, the spacecraft will record subtle variations
in the gas giant’s powerful gravitational field and map its enormous magnetosphere. 

Juno will orbit Jupiter 37 times over the next 20 months. after its whirlwind tour ends
in early 2018, the craft will spiral to its death in the planet’s churning atmosphere.
SkyNews will cover Juno’s many findings in future issues.

— Ken Hewitt-White

CORRECTION  In “Ripples in Space-Time,” on page 8 of the May/June issue, the term “gravity wave”
was used where “gravitational wave” should have been. Although they have gravity in common,
they are entirely separate phenomena with very different properties. 

little Pluto is making big news
again. ongoing analysis of data from

the new horizons probe that encountered
the remote world one year ago has con -
tinued to astonish mission scientists. the
roster of unexpected features includes ice
volcanoes, floating hills, sliding glaciers,
rippling dune fields and vast, craterless
plains.

researchers thought that new horizons
would discover a tenuous atmosphere rap-
idly leaking its nitrogen gas to space. in-
stead, the flyby revealed an essentially non -
dissipating atmosphere that’s compact,
extra-cold and stratified with layered hazes.
high-resolution images of Pluto’s dunes,
together with other signs of surface ero-
sion, suggest a past when the atmo sphere
was thicker. indeed, an analysis of Pluto’s
orbital history has led to computer models
that reveal intermittent epochs when the
dwarf planet becomes a windy place with
enough atmospheric pressure to support
lakes of liquid nitrogen.

now comes the revelation that Pluto
and its main satellite, charon, once har-
boured underground oceans laced with
ammonia “antifreeze.” unfortunately, tiny
charon is so frigid that its subsurface 
sea eventually solidified. as the internal 
waters froze and expanded, charon’s crust
ruptured into the fractured terrain we see
today. Bigger Pluto seems to have retained
enough heat (generated by the radioactive
decay of its rocky core) to stay at least par-
tially fluid inside. the mixing of that in -
terior slurry with volatile methane, nitrogen
and carbon monoxide ices on the surface
is the reason Pluto exhibits so much com-
pelling chemistry and geologic activity. 

scrutinizing in particular the heart-
shaped plain called sputnik Planum, the
shocked experts see a veritable wonder-
land of alien geology. craterless and very
young, portions of sputnik’s eerie ice fields
are in motion right now. — KHW

more 
surprises
from pluto

BIG BIRD 
AT JUPITER  

Juno’s three enormous 
solar-panel “wings” provide 

both energy and stability for the 
slowly turning spacecraft.  COURTESY NASA/JPL
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if august 21, 2017, isn’t already
marked with a big X on your calendar,
it’s time to pull out your tablet and 
highlight the date. While you’re at 

it, mark august 18, 19 and 20 as well. you
may need them.

august 21, 2017, brings the first total
solar eclipse to the continental united states
since 1979, opening the door for two gen-
erations of eclipse-starved canadians and
americans to see the moon pass in front of
the sun without having to board an airplane
or a ship. if you live anywhere within a 
100- to 115-kilometre-wide strip stretching
from oregon to south carolina, the eclipse
comes to you. for the rest of us, viewing the
spectacle requires a bit of travel. so where
are you going to be on the big day?

THE CIRCUMSTANCES
solar eclipses occur at regular intervals as
earth and the moon go about their cyclical
journey around the sun. next year’s event

is of a relatively modest duration, but it’s the
first eclipse to cross the entire width of the
united states since 1918. interest has been
steadily growing for the past few years, and
by the time next august arrives, excitement
will be at a fever pitch.

to see a total solar eclipse, you have to be
in the path of the moon’s shadow as it races
across the earth’s surface. if you’re a bit out-
side of this narrow zone, you witness only
part of the solar disc being covered. and
though that’s an interesting sight, a partial
eclipse is a little like listening to the roar of
the crowd from outside the stadium while a
bases-loaded home run is scored inside.

the moon’s shadow first touches down
at sunrise in the north Pacific, about 2,400
kilometres north of honolulu, hawaii. nine
minutes later, it reaches the oregon coast
and begins a 4,000-kilometre, 1-hour-and-
31-minute cross-country journey to south
carolina. the middle of the eclipse path—
where the centres of the sun, moon and

earth appear in exact alignment—is in ken -
tucky, but the greatest duration (2 minutes
40.2 seconds) takes place slightly farther
west, in illinois. along the way, the moon’s
shadow touches 14 states and the cities of
casper, Wyo.; kansas city and st. louis, mo.;
nashville, tenn.; and charleston, W. va. But
with such a huge range of locations avail-
able, where should you go for the best view?

FINDING THE PLACE
two main factors come into play when
choosing the ultimate observing spot: the
location of the eclipse track and the weather
prospects for the big day. While the path of
the moon’s shadow is entirely predictable,
the weather, sadly, is not. a survey of expe-
rienced eclipse chasers suggests that roughly
one in eight eclipses is clouded out—and
that’s after selecting the sites with the best
weather prospects. at every eclipse, some
good-weather locations are cloudy and some
bad-weather sites are clear.

Weather predictions detailed enough for
eclipse planning are reliable only about a
week in advance, so a year ahead, we have
to rely on climatological information. that’s

waiting for the 

2017 total ecliPse PrevieW

Big
one

Put yourself in the path of the moon’s shadow for next
year’s most exciting astronomical show  by Jay Anderson
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THE BEAUTY OF TOTALITY  the moon’s shadow most recently touched earth on march 9, 2016. eclipse chasers from north america travelled great 
distances to take in the event. among them was lukas gornisiewicz, who made the trek all the way from his home in okotoks, alberta, to the tropical
shores of tidore island, indonesia, where he witnessed totality and recorded this scene. facing page: one of the most spectacular eclipse phenomena, just
moments before totality, is the appearance of baily’s beads—fragments of sunlight shining through valleys on the limb of the moon. bright, electric red
prominences projecting from the solar disc are also an eclipse highlight.  PHOTO BY JUDY ANDERSON

2017 ECLIPSE TRACK for the first time since 1918, the moon’s
shadow traces a path from coast to coast across the united states.
this is also the first eclipse since 1979 that you can easily drive to
from Canada. Choosing the ideal viewing location depends on
where you live, the location of the eclipse track and the prospects
for clear weather on eclipse day.  ALL CHARTS COURTESY JAY ANDERSON
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why the diagrams on the facing page are so
important. they present data accumulated
from weather-satellite observations over a
16-year period and show the average cloud
cover in august across north america. the
morning map is most useful for eclipse sites
west of the missouri river, while the after-
noon map is best for locations to the east.
the situation around midcontinent, where
the eclipse occurs near noon, is probably
better represented by the morning chart,
since convective clouds generally don’t ap-
pear until later in the day. morning or after-
noon, these maps illustrate that this eclipse
is best seen from carefully chosen sites in
the mountainous western states.

north america’s mountain ranges are
efficient cloud eaters and cloud makers. as
the prevailing westerly winds rise to pass
over high elevations, the air cools and
moisture condenses into clouds, producing
the wet climate that dominates windward-
facing slopes. When the winds descend
after crossing the mountains, the air is
warmed, humidity declines and the clouds
disappear, producing a rain-shadow effect
on the leeward side. this up-and-down 
climatology is nowhere better expressed
along the eclipse path than in the variable
terrain of oregon and idaho. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA AND ALBERTA
travellers from British columbia should
plan to head for either salem or madras in
oregon, at least until detailed forecasts are
available a day or two ahead of the eclipse.
While coastal oregon communities, such
as lincoln city and newport, are tempting,
they’re on the wrong side of the mountains
and are fully exposed to moist Pacific air.
salem, on the other hand, lies in the Willa -
mette valley south of Portland and is pro-
tected from ocean winds by the coast
range. sites in the Willamette valley bene-
fit by a 10 to 20 percent reduction in aver-
age cloud cover compared with coastal ven-
ues. madras, furthermore, is tucked in the
columbia Basin, behind the much higher
cascade range, where the climate is dis-
tinctly drier. indeed, this is one of the sun-
niest locations along the entire eclipse
track. measurements show that the region
receives 80 percent or more of the max -
imum sunshine possible in august. for
travellers departing from the okanagan
valley or elsewhere in central British co-
lumbia, madras is the obvious destination.
it’s an 800-kilometre drive from kelowna,
so you’ll need to hit the road at least a day
or two before the eclipse.

eclipsophiles based in alberta have ad-

ditional options. madras and the columbia
Basin are good choices, but albertans
should also consider southern idaho, where
the eclipse is about eight seconds longer and
the sun is higher in the sky. climatology
data show that this location is virtually tied
with the oregon sites when it comes to the
frequency of sunny skies in august. madras
and the centreline north of Boise, idaho, are
both about 1,200 kilometres by road from
calgary and 1,500 kilometres from edmon-
ton. an alternate route to idaho falls shaves
about 200 kilometres off the trip, but at the
cost of a slight (5 percent) increase in aver-
age cloud. so the question of which location
is better might depend more on which has
the scenery and local ambience you prefer.

SASKATCHEWAN AND MANITOBA
from the Prairies, the best locations in ore-
gon and idaho require several days’ travel.
fortunately, there are sites closer to home
that don’t involve a significant increase in
the risk of cloudy weather. for residents of
saskatchewan, Wyoming is the most con-
venient destination. from regina to cas -
per, Wyoming, is a long day’s drive of 1,000
kilometres. from Winnipeg, casper is two
days and 1,400 kilometres away. manito-
bans might want to consider nebraska too.

ECLIPSE SPECTACLE the fabulous sight
of the diamond ring effect (left and right)
and the corona of the sun surrounding the
disc of the moon (centre) awaits those who
travel to the path of totality in august 2017.
these views were captured from libya in
march 2006.  COMPOSITE PHOTO BY ALAN DYER 



alliance, in western nebraska, is 100 kilo-
metres closer, but the weather prospects
aren’t quite as good as in casper.

sites along the eclipse path in Wyoming
have to be chosen carefully to avoid clouds
that build over the mountains during the
day. fortunately, the eclipse occurs in the
morning, when these convective clouds are
small. any convective cloud should dissipate
as the approaching moon shadow brings

cooler temperatures. at casper, the aver -
age cloud cover ranges between 30 and 40 
percent—measurements show that august 
garners about 75 percent of the maximum
sunshine possible. those are pretty good
num bers. the big advantage to sites in
Wyoming and nebraska is that they offer 
the option to relocate at the last moment
should the weather take a turn for the worse.
interstate highways run east and west through

the two states, allowing an eclipse chaser to
drive hundreds of kilometres while remain-
ing largely within the eclipse track.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC
as the path of the lunar shadow approaches
and passes the missouri and mississippi
rivers, increasing cloudiness becomes a
problem. not only do travellers from cen-
tral canada have to contend with large 
distances, they also have a tougher job find-
ing locations with favourable weather. the
average cloud cover in missouri and illinois
is about 25 percent higher than the best
spots in the western mountains, though
sunshine amounts are only about 15 per-
cent lower, at around 65 percent. however,
from these locations, the eclipse occurs in
the early afternoon, when convective clouds
are likely to build, especially as the track
heads east from the mississippi river into
kentucky and tennessee. 

since cloud cover increases the farther
east you travel, carbondale, illinois, is
probably the best destination for eclipse
chasers from ontario and Quebec. from
toronto, the travel distance is a modest
1,200 kilometres. carbondale also hap -
pens to be the destination with the greatest
cachet. it’s situated very close to giant city
state Park, where the eclipse has its greatest
duration, and it’s also at the intersection of
two eclipse paths—2017 and 2024—giving
carbondale bragging rights as america’s
eclipse city.

if you head to illinois, however, keep an
eye on the forecasts and be prepared to 
divert, most likely to kansas or nebraska. 

ATLANTIC CANADA
eclipse seekers in atlantic canada are in
the most difficult position of all, facing
challenging cloud statistics and long travel
distances. it’s a 2,600-kilometre journey
from halifax to charles ton, south caro -
lina, and 3,000 kilometres to carbondale.
the best sites in south carolina are on the
coast, which has about the same cloud-
cover statistics as carbondale, thanks
largely to the cool waters of the atlantic
ocean, which suppress afternoon convec-
tion. inland regions of the carolinas and
georgia have much higher afternoon cloud
amounts, due to the effects of the appa -
lachian mountains and a humid subtropical
climate. the same is true in kentucky and
tennessee. eclipse chasers from the at-
lantic Provinces should probably opt for a
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AUGUST WEATHER  this pair of maps shows the eclipse path and the average cloud cover for 
the month of august, neatly summarizing the situation faced by travellers preparing to head south 
to totality next summer. as illustrated by the scale, blue indicates few clouds, orange and red more. 

CARHENGE ECLIPSE  located near alliance, nebraska, Carhenge offers not only a quixotic repre-
sentation of stonehenge but also promising august weather. the location is a good marshalling point
for travellers from manitoba and saskatchewan and is likely to be a favourite spot for those seeking 
an unusual photo op.  PHOTO BY JAY ANDERSON

mean monthly cloud cover
august, 7 a.m.

mean monthly cloud cover
august, 2 p.m.

0% 100%5010 20 30 40 60 70 80 90

Path of the Moon’s Shadow

Path of the Moon’s Shadow
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little more travel and head for illinois or
even farther west. 

ADJUSTING FOR THE WEATHER
the following aphorism was popularized
by science fiction writer robert heinlein:
“climate is what you expect; weather is
what you get.” long-range averages are
great for advance planning, but savvy
eclipse chasers are always ready to move 
if the forecast for the big day looks bad. 
it pays to be a weather watcher. the u.s.
national Weather service utilizes several
forecast models to predict near-term weather.
two of these are the global forecast system
(gfs) and the north american mesoscale
model (nam). the gfs extends 15 days
into the future, while the nam looks at the
upcoming 84 hours. in spring 2017, i will
post direct links for these forecasts at my
website (eclipsophile.com). 

if consulted too early, the gfs can in-
duce a sense of doom or encourage un-
healthy overconfidence in your site selec-
tion. forecasts earlier than about eight days
before the eclipse are plagued with too
much uncertainty to be trusted. But if
you’re like most eager eclipse watchers,
you’ll find the temptation too great to 
ignore. take a peek if you must, but don’t
change your plans until the big day is only
a week away. three days before the eclipse,
take a look at the nam forecast. it has
higher resolution than the gfs, though it’s
not necessarily more accurate. 

GET READY TO GET READY
finally, no matter where you plan to view
the eclipse, book your accommodations as
early as possible. along much of the west-
ern part of the eclipse track, hotels and 
motels are already full. the only large city
west of the mississippi with substantial 
accommodations is casper, Wyo. east of
the mississippi, you can choose from hotels
available in kansas city or st. louis, mo.;
nash ville, tenn.; and charleston, W. va.

the 2017 eclipse comes at a time of year
when weather prospects are generally good
and many people are on vacation. so give
yourself a late-summer holiday and take the
family. it’s something they will remember
for the rest of their lives. F

Jay Anderson is a meteorologist, formerly
with the Meteorological Service of Environ-
ment Canada, and a dedicated eclipse chaser,
having witnessed totality 30 times.

DETAILS, DETAILS, DETAILS
Eclipse-day weather will only pay lip service to historical averages for August.
There will undoubtedly be areas with a cloudy climatology that will be sunny 
on eclipse day and sunny climates that will be cloudy. As August 21 approaches,
attention will turn from climatology to the actual forecast and the need to move
or stay put.

Experienced eclipse travellers consult two sources for track maps: NASA’s eclipse
website (eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/eclipse.html), developed by Fred Espenak, and
Xavier Jubier’s site (xjubier.free.fr/en/site_pages/SolarEclipsesGoogleMaps.html).
Both have links that lead to Google Maps which allow you to examine the eclipse
path and local terrain with all the fine detail that high-resolution mapping per-
mits. Local circumstances, such as the start and stop times of various stages of
the eclipse and the altitude and azimuth of the Sun, are just a mouse click away.
Jubier’s site includes small diagrams of the eclipse stages and, with a little explo-
ration, a prediction of the beads of sunlight (Baily’s beads) that are visible in the
seconds just before and after totality.

WEATHER GRAPH  the amount of afternoon and morning cloud cover is shown graphically here,
along with the duration of totality. the vertical axis indicates the likelihood of clear skies, while the
horizontal axis represents the path of the eclipse from west to east. 

ON-LINE INFORMATION  several websites provide detailed eclipse-planning information,
including the one maintained by xavier Jubier (see below).
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MORE THAN DARKNESS
While mountain locales like Jasper national
Park, in the alberta rockies, boast some 
of the most pristine skies in canada, such
locations can be troubled by atmospheric
turbulence. “stable air is also important,”
says former rasc national observing
chair chris Beckett. “steady seeing hap-
pens when air layers are evenly stacked like
a deck of cards and moving at the same
speed.” such conditions are often found

by Peter McMahon

WILDERNESS ASTRONOMER

Welcome to 
Night Sky National Park

Aer five years of searching for Canada’s best observing site, Peter has an epiphany
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ASTRO TRENDSETTER  the public observatory at the summit of Quebec’s mont mégantic features two domes, a science centre and a café. in 2007, it 
became the world’s first international dark sky reserve recognized by the international dark-sky association. PHOTO BY PETER McMAHON

Where’s the Best Place to go stargazing?” it’s a question i’m
asked often. the search for an answer has spanned the half decade i’ve been
writing this column and has meant scanning the skies from sea to sea to sea. 

in canada, we’re fortunate to have the world’s largest concentration of protected dark
sky sites recognized by the international dark-sky association and the royal astronom-
ical society of canada (rasc). nearly two dozen locations form a nationwide network
of astronomy parks occupying roughly 1 percent of canada’s entire land area.

from galactic dust lanes above kouchibouguac national Park, on the east coast of new
Brunswick, to the northern lights dancing over Wood Buffalo national Park, in the north-
west territories and alberta, there’s nothing like seeing the heavens at their best from
canada’s vast wilderness. But it’s more than dark skies that sets these places apart.

“
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above the flat topography of the Prairies or
at locations that look out over water. 

latitude matters too. southerly locales
such as Point Pelee national Park or Bruce
Peninsula national Park, both in southern
ontario, provide extra night hours around
the summer solstice and are prime spots 
for detailed telescope views of the planets,
which culminate a few degrees higher than
from more northerly sites. on the other
hand, the farther north you go, the better
the odds that you’ll see a stunning display
of northern lights.

and the less obstructed the sky, the bet-
ter. But not all stars-down-to-the-horizon
areas are created equal. stargazers in south-
ern saskatchewan, for example, claim that
the foliage covering the vast fields of grass-
lands national Park acts as a natural baffle
that reduces stray light near the horizon
and yields a night sky so perfect, you might
think you’re actually inside your favourite
astronomy software.

even the ground underfoot is important.
“i hate tripping over things or falling into
gopher holes,” says Beckett. “it’s bad news
when someone twists an ankle in the mid-
dle of the night.” i understand his concern
all too well. the last time we went stargazing
together at cypress hills interprovincial Park
dark sky Preserve, southeast of medicine
hat, alberta, i fell down a hill into a river.

Perhaps as important as the celestial
panorama above is the terrestrial scenery
that frames it. your surroundings can have
a profound impact on your enjoyment of
the observing experience. and an attractive
setting will make your night sky images
more appealing and interesting. there’s
something special about seeing (and pho-
tographing) the milky Way arching over a
shipwreck, a waterfall, a mountain or even
an historical monument.

A NIGHT SKY NATIONAL PARK
Whether we’re taking in the spectacle of a
meteor shower over Quebec’s la vérendrye
Wildlife reserve or admiring the eerie
beauty of a lunar eclipse from cattle Point,
in victoria, British columbia, we can be
grateful that the skies above canada’s dark
sky parks give us a front-row seat to the
universe.

during my travels, i’ve begun to see the
night sky itself as a park of sorts—an astro-
ecosystem we can appreciate from any-

where in the great outdoors. i think of 
the visible heavens as night sky national
Park. and what a park it is! the sky at night
is a window into space that we can access
without a rocket or even a passport. for
most of us, enjoying night sky national
Park to the full means travelling far from
home, away from the glow of urban light
pollution. But wherever you have to go to 

reach it, that’s the “best place” for stargazing. 
may the gates of night sky national

Park always remain open for you. F

Peter McMahon is manager of the Jasper
Planetarium and the Ontario Planetarium.
His latest space books for kids are due to be
published in 2017 and 2018 by Kids Can
Press and OWL Kids Canada, respectively.
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i’m a keen deeP-sky oBserver.
alas, conditions in my neighbourhood
have deteriorated significantly in re-
cent years, thanks to bright lights from

new condos, high-rise apartment buildings
and shopping centres. as a result,
many of the galaxies and neb-
ulas i once enjoyed with
my telescope have been
rendered invisible. sound
familiar? is the situation
hopeless? of course not.
there’s still plenty to
see. the moon, planets
and sun (with an appro-
priate safe filter) are all ob-
vious targets. But if you like to
venture beyond our solar system,
think double stars. 

GETTING TO KNOW 
STELLAR DUOS
as the name suggests, double stars are 
stellar pairs—and they’re everywhere. no
matter what your latitude or how much
light pollution invades your observing site,
there are more than enough double stars 
to keep you busy for years.

there are actually two kinds of double
stars. a binary star, or physical double, is a
dynamic system whose member suns orbit
around a common centre of gravity. a 
second type, often referred to as an optical
double, is a line-of-sight chance pairing that
simply looks related. for many pairs, we
don’t know which kind they are.

viewed in a telescope, double stars ex-

hibit a tremendous variety of appearances.
some are identical twins, while others are
of vastly unequal brightness. some doubles
are very close together, and some are widely
separated. many display vivid colour con-

trasts, and others even have three or
more components. the permuta-

tions are almost endless.
although double-star ob-

serving doesn’t require a
special telescope, you’ll of -

ten find yourself using more magnification
than for most other deep-sky objects. as for
me, i mainly use a sky-Watcher 180mm (7-
inch) f/15 maksutov-cassegrain telescope.
its optics have good contrast and allow for
high power even with comfortable long-
focal-length eyepieces. the scope’s gener-
ous aperture means i can split close pairs
that smaller instruments might not be able
to resolve. But any telescope with quality
optics will let you enjoy double-star observ-

beautiful
even city observers can enjoy this selection of favourites 
by David A. Rodger

summer stargazing

summer stars

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE  double stars are excellent
targets for city scopes—seven of the finest duos are highlighted
here.  CHART BY GLENN LEDREW; INSET PHOTOS BY DAMIAN PEACH

CASSIOPEIA

z       Mizar

URSA MINOR

CEPHEUS

DRACO

URSA MAJOR

CYGNUS

b       Albireo

a Polarisη

i

Σ2816 and Σ2819

n

eta (η) Cassiopeiae

nu (n) draconis
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ing—some easy pairs can even be viewed in
binoculars or without optical aid at all.

A SUMMER SAMPLER
let’s look at a few of my favourite summer
doubles, starting with a handful that are 
a snap to find. Perhaps easiest of all is 
Polaris, alpha (a) ursae minoris. although
every backyard astronomer knows Polaris
as the north star, few seem to realize it’s a
double with components of dramatically
different colour and brightness. the pale
yellow primary shines at second magnitude,
while the blue-green secondary is ninth
magnitude—nearly 700 times fainter. they
are separated by about 18 arc seconds, so
even the smallest telescope will show them. 

also easy to find is Mizar, zeta (z) ursae
majoris, located in the handle of the Big
dipper. under ideal conditions, you can see
mizar’s close neighbour, Alcor, with the
unaided eye. the two stars are moving
through space together, but it’s not clear
whether they’re a true binary system or
simply an optical pair. turn your telescope

on mizar, though, and
you’ll see it split into two
bright components about 14
arc seconds apart. 

Well positioned for summer-evening
viewing is nu (n) Draconis—the eyes of 
the dragon. it’s a wide pair (separated by 62
arc seconds) that i can easily split with my
canon 15x50 image-stabilized binoculars.
in my scope, it really does resemble a pair
of bright white eyes.

cassiopeia is a distinctive circumpolar
constellation that’s home to several attrac-
tive targets. start with eta (η) Cassiopeiae,
an easy naked-eye star and among the pret-
tiest doubles in the sky. at just under 20
light-years distant, it’s also a neighbour of
our sun. eta’s components are separated by
about 13 arc seconds and differ strikingly
in both brightness and colour. next, look in
on iota (i) Cassiopeiae. at first glance, iota
seems simply double. But with good optics
and high magnification, you’ll see that the
brighter component is itself a stellar pair—
iota is a surprise triple star.

no discussion about summer doubles
would be complete without Albireo, beta
(β) cygni. situated at the foot of the north-
ern cross, it’s one of the most alluring pairs
in the sky. show it to friends and family
when they drop by for a summer barbecue
—they’re sure to be impressed with its re-
markably contrasting colours. i see them as
turquoise and orange. What about you?

if you asked me to name my overall
favourite, the winner would be the two-
for-one combination of Struve 2816 and
Struve 2819 (Σ2816 and Σ2819), in the
centre of the cepheus star cluster/nebula
ic1396. struve 2816 is a triple, and struve
2819 is a double. and in a small telescope,
they seem to point to each other across the
field of view. it’s a stunning sight.

DIGGING DEEPER
the doubles i’ve highlighted here are just a
tiny sampling—the tip of the tip of the ice-

berg. to help you find more, i rec-
ommend picking up a copy of

Double Stars for Small Tele-
scopes by sissy haas. ar -
ranged alphabetically by
constellation, her book lists
over 2,100 pairs. another
indispensable guide is The

Cambridge Double Star Atlas,
the second edition of which

was published earlier this year.
at its core are 30 full-page star maps

drawn by master celestial cartographer Wil
tirion. the charts plot some 2,400 doubles
as well as 25,000 regular stars and many
deep-sky objects. and don’t overlook the
rasc’s Observer’s Handbook 2016. this
edition devotes six pages to double stars, 
including michel duval’s list of coloured
pairs.

summer nights are warm and invit-
ing—a great time to try a few doubles. i’m
confident that once you get started, you’ll
find, as i do, it’s hard to stop. and that’s
true no matter how good or bad your back-
yard sky is. F

David A. Rodger was turned on to astron-
omy by the Great Opposition of Mars in
1956, sixty years ago. Today, he observes
double stars and other celestial sights from
his home in North Vancouver, British Co-
lumbia.

CYGNUS DELIGHT  at the foot of the northern Cross is the beautiful, colourful 
double star albireo. a stunning sight in a small telescope at low power, it’s one 
of the summer sky’s finest targets.  PHOTO BY GARY SERONIK; INSET PHOTO BY DAMIAN PEACH

albireo



SEE THE UNIVERSE LIVE AND IN COLOUR WITH

MALLINCAM
NEW! The MallinCam Micro KIT
Deluxe camera body with 6.5' wired remote control, RS485 computer socket ready,
1.25" filter-threaded adapter, DC power cable, DC 5 port cable, 0.5x focal reducer
with 25mm spacer, BNC to RCA adapter, 7" colour monitor, 25' power/video cable,
choice of ICX672 EXview HAD II sensor or ICX810/811 Super HAD II sensor.

NOTHING ELSE TO BUY!

Have you always wanted to get into video 
astronomy? Perhaps imaging the night sky?
Look no further. MallinCam has bundled a
high-tech kit just for you.

It includes a SkyRaider 1.2-megapixel colour
USB camera/guider, 15' of premium USB
cable, a guider cable, a 1.25" filter threaded
adapter, a 10.1" NetBook computer with Win-
dows 10 and NetBook charger. The NetBook
has two full-sized USB2 sockets, HDMI out-
put, expanded slot for micro card, WiFi, 
Ethernet socket, Intel processor and more! 
Camera features:
nPassive sensor cooling
nCarefully selected Aptina ARO 130 colour 
or mono sensor available

n 3.75 x 3.75 pixels size
n 1280 x 960 resolution and 640 x 480 binning
mode

n 1.2 Mp sensor, 1/3" (6mm) size
n Exposure up to 13 minutes 30 seconds
nAluminum CNC housing with built-in 
passive sensor cold finger offering 
thermal heat transfer from the sensor 
to camera body

nMallinCam unique Dark Frame Correction
(no Peltier cooling needed!)

nBuilt-in ST4 autoguider port

NetBook features:
n 10.1-inch screen
n Intel processor
nWindows 10 loaded
n 2 full-sized USB2 sockets
n Ethernet socket
n 1GB DDR3L RAM + 16GB Flash ROM

$299.99

NEW! The MallinCam 
SKYRAIDER
NETBOOK KIT

The new MallinCam Micro Series is a small video CCD camera that can take exposures
from 1/100,000 second to 17 seconds, making this a versatile camera with any 
object viewed live on a monitor. The Micro Series camera has been custom-made 
to our specifications and features several improvements, including:
nA full heat shield over the main board that keeps heat away from the plastic CCD 
sensor to reduce hot pixels

nA 1/3" 960H EXview HAD II CCD sensor (a Super HAD II sensor is available)
nA complete extensive menu is available
nA 700 TVL processor through a BNC 75 ohms output                             $249.99

The MallinCam SkyRaider 
DeepSky Series
After years of designing and testing under all
operative conditions, MallinCam presents the
next generation of astronomical video CCD
cameras. As well as live observation, the
SkyRaider DeepSky Series can take images
and video recordings. Our software packages
feature the most advanced live video-imaging
system available. 

Features:
nHandcrafted in Canada
nUp to one-hour exposure 
(you’ll never need that long!)

nDual independent memories for
image/camera control

n Zinc aluminum alloy construction 
for unmatched durability

n Sealed multi-coated optical window 
with 350nm to 950nm range

n Full live-video mode, full-screen 
selectable

n Full imaging capabilities

$699.99



All MallinCam products are high-performance video CCD cameras and the
most-desired astronomical observational video system available.   ALL PRICES IN U.S. FUNDS

MallinCam.com
SEE THE UNIVERSE LIVE AND IN COLOUR 
56-5450 Canotek Rd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada  K1J 9G4  Tel: 613-749-7592

Available in the U.S.: Jack’s Astro Accessories, Louisiana.  http://mallincamUSA.com
In Canada: Khan Scope Centre, 3243 Dufferin St., Toronto, Ontario.  www.khanscope.com;
Focus Scientific, 911 Carling Ave., Ottawa, Ontario.  www.focusscientific.com

      

   

The MallinCam Xterminator is the finest, most advanced video CCD camera ever 
created for astronomical work by anyone. It has a new 14-bit DSP processor, dual 
preamps and dual bias algorithm, allowing continuous automatic adjustment of the
CCD sensor regardless of the exposure. It also has the latest ICX828 EXview HAD II
CCD ceramic sensor (CirDIP), available in Class 1 astronomical grade and Class 0 grade
as an option. The new A/D converter to DSP has been reconfigured to deliver the
cleanest image ever seen in a live-video CCD camera, even with short exposure times.

The MallinCam XTERMINATOR 

Features:
n Sealed CCD chamber with 1/4" optical
multi-coated glass

nHigh-grade argon-gas-filled sensor
chamber

nNew ICX828 EXview HAD II Series 
ceramic (CerDIP) sensor

n Large 1/2" Micro Lens Technology
CCD sensor

nAnti-dew coatings
on the CCD sensor
and internal optical
window 

nNew Holtek dual pre-
amps configuration for
greater gain

nNew 14-bit DSP
nNew A/D converter 
configuration at the DSP 

nCorrelated double 
sampling

n Good suppression of CCD output low-
frequency noise is achieved through the use
of S/H-type correlated double sampling

n A high S/N ratio is achieved through 
the use of an AGC-type dual amplifier,
and high sensitivity is provided by a wide
cover range 

n An auto offset circuit provides compen -
sation of output DC offset voltage fluctua-

tions due to variations in AGC
amplifier gain
n New dual bias control for per-
fect control of the CCD sensor 
n Cooling selection: OFF (idle),
–5°C, –20°C via software

Starts at $1,599.99
(Xterminator 
27K model)

The MallinCam
UNIVERSE
The MallinCam UNIVERSE represents years
of design and research in a colour CCD 
camera that is capable of live constant 
refresh with a maximum download of one
second per frame. The Constant Refresh
System (CRS), a first in a CCD camera,
down loads a live image for full-frame review
on your computer monitor. The camera acts
as a video system, displaying a non-stop
new image at every exposure.
The MallinCam UNIVERSE is 100% USB 2.0
controlled, and the image is also transferred
through USB. A deep-cooling system with a
sealed sensor chamber allows cooling to
reach –45°C to ensure the lowest noise and
dark current where, in most cases, a dark
frame is not generally required. A first in
the industry. Taking publication-quality 
images is now possible and easier than ever
with this new system. A constant live image
is displayed for those who wish to use the
camera as a live observing system. With its
super-large sensor, its total optical diagonal
size of 28.4mm across and its large pixel
size of 7.8 x 7.8 microns, the camera excels
in delivering live colour images. The CCD
sensor has a total of 6.31 megapixels. The
sensor’s horizontal size is 25.10mm, and its
vertical size is 17.64mm. The active pixels
(6.11 mp) deliver a total size of 3032 x 2016.
The New MallinCam UNIVERSE can also be
switched from colour mode to black and
white with a click of the mouse.
Live processing is done on the fly using 
features such as full histogram adjustment,
full gamma range, full contrast range and
auto white balance or manual RGB colour
balance.
The unique “Hyper Circuit” found on all other
MallinCam systems has been incorporated
into this new design, allowing the MallinCam
UNIVERSE to deliver a total variable gain of
26.06+ db, a dynamic range of 80 db and a
signal-to-noise ratio of 60 db. 
The MallinCam UNIVERSE comes complete
with a 5-metre USB cable; a 2” threaded
adapter; a 1.25” converter, allowing the use
of an optional 1.25” eyepiece adapter; 110
volts AC to 12 volts DC power supply; driver;
and software CD-ROM.

$1,899.99

FOR THE BEGINNER OR THE ADVANCED OBSERVER, 
THE REAL LIVE VIDEO/IMAGING REVOLUTION IS HERE!

The SkyRaider DS2.3PLUS video/imager/autoguider is the
newest in the SkyRaider family of astronomical video cameras. 
It includes the very latest Sony EXmor CMOS sensor to deliver the
increased sensitivity needed for astronomical observation and 
imaging. Ready for the most demanding applications in video 
astronomy, excelling at live observing of both deep-sky and 
solar system objects. The most versatile video/imaging camera 
ever created for computer use. 

$899.99

INTRODUCING The MallinCam 
SKYRAIDER DS2.3 PLUS



first on my list, 1⅓ degrees north-north -
east of deep yellow beta, is the cluster
IC4665. With a diameter of between 40
and 70 arc minutes (depending on the
atlas!), this spritz of stars looks good in 
my tripod-mounted 7x50 binoculars. the
rock-steady view allows me to count 11
stars ranging between magnitude 6.8 and
8.8 in a 35-arc-minute-wide clump. i also
tally nine outliers: one to the southeast, 

another directly east, a pair northward and,
just west of the cluster, five stars in a ragged
row running north-south.

i get a clearer look at ic4665 in my 4¼-
inch f/6 newtonian reflector telescope. a
wide-field eyepiece generating 22x nicely
frames the cluster. two dozen stars down
to magnitude 10.5 show in and around the
main clump. eight more form the ragged
row beyond the cluster’s western outskirts.

the combination of clump and row makes
ic4665 seem like a one-degree-wide aggre-
gation in two unequal parts. and bumping
up to 54x reveals that it hosts a double star
called Struve (Σ) 2216. the 8.0-magnitude
primary and 10.1-magnitude secondary are
27 arc seconds apart.

after my scrutiny of ic4665, i throttle
down to 22x again, backtrack to beta, veer
a couple of degrees southeast to fourth-
magnitude gamma (γ) ophiuchi, then shift
less than a degree west to the lovely double
star 61 Ophiuchi. its almost equal 6.1- and
6.5-magnitude components are separated
by nearly 21 arc seconds—perfect for a small
scope at low power. and 1½ degrees far-
ther west-southwest is an even easier dou-
ble named South-Herschel 251, featuring

when ProBing my suBurBan night sky, i derive a stronger
sense of accomplishment if i concentrate on a relatively small celestial

region and scope it in detail. my latest at-home observing project includes three
clusters and six double stars in northeastern ophiuchus. the area i selected is only
two binocular fields wide, in the serpent bearer’s shoulder close to third-magnitude
beta (β) ophiuchi.

bearing down on 
the serpent bearer     

The eastern shoulder of Ophiuchus has lots to offer binoculars and small telescopes   by ken hewitt-white

SCOPING THE SKY
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OPEN CLUSTER IC4665 lying close to beta (b) ophiuchi, this big, bright
open cluster is an ideal target for binoculars and small telescopes. this image
shows a field roughly 11⁄2 degrees wide.  PHOTO BY BOB FRANKE/HTTP://BF-ASTRO.COM



6.3- and 7.7-magnitude stars 112 arc sec-
onds apart. this wide set actually looks
best in the tripod-mounted binoculars.

next in my telescopic exploration is the
cluster Collinder 350, which i locate by 
recentring gamma, then heading south-
ward 1½ degrees. the dim, thinly spread
population of cr 350 resides within a one-
degree-tall isosceles triangle of seventh-
magnitude stars. the telescope shows only
10 cluster members, magnitude 8.8 and
fainter, sprinkled unevenly across a ½-
degree-wide area. another dozen stars lie
north and west of the cluster, most of them
just outside the triangle. my 7x50s pick up
the three triangle stars and—wait for it—
exactly one member of the cluster. east of
the triangle, though, lies a fine binocular
binary called South 694. its 6.7- and 7.3-

magnitude components, 79 arc seconds
apart, look great in my binos.

northeast of s 694 is a tidy triangle
formed by 67, 68 and 70 ophiuchi, all
fourth magnitude. the trio belongs to
Melotte 186, once catalogued as a loose
cluster but recently rebranded as an align-
ment of unrelated stars. even so, mel 186
sparkles. With my 7x50s, i count 20 stars
between magnitude 3.9 and 6.9 plus at 
least a dozen faint ones scattered across
four degrees of sky. and there are two tele -
scopic doubles. low power shows that 4.0-
magnitude 67 Ophiuchi has an 8.1-mag-
nitude companion 54 arc seconds away.
and, at 72x, warm-hued 70 Ophiuchi re-
solves into a gorgeous binary comprising
4.2- and 6.2-magnitude components 5.7
arc seconds apart.

and there’s more: near the top of 
mel 186 is a 9.6-magnitude red dwarf
called Barnard’s Star. less than six light-
years away (it’s the second closest star 
system to the sun), Barnard’s star is named
after american astronomer e. e. Barnard,
who, exactly 100 years ago, discovered that
it possesses the highest proper motion 
of any star. indeed, the celestial speedster
heads northward more than one Jupiter 
diameter every four years. check our
chart: Barnard’s star might be dim, but 
it’s easily found a mere 43 arc minutes
northwest of 4.8-magnitude 66 ophiuchi.

although modest, these deep-sky tar-
gets in northeastern ophiuchus are worth
spending an evening exploring carefully.
have a look yourself, and you may find a
few new items to add to your “must-see”
summer observing list. F

Associate editor Ken Hewitt-White has ob-
served deep-sky fuzzies over southern Brit ish
Columbia for more than four decades.

SHOULDER REGION
this small area in
ophiuchus is easily
explored by first 
locating second-
magni tude alpha
(a) ophiuchi, better

known as rasalhague,
then looking southeast

to find third-magnitude
beta (β) ophiuchi.  

CHART BY GLENN LEDREW
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THE PLANETS
MERCURY reaches greatest elongation away
from the sun (27°) on aug. 16, when it hangs
4° below Jupiter in the evening sky. however,
the shallow angle of the ecliptic during Cana-
dian summer places the planets far down in
bright twilight. mercury has a close conjunc-
tion with Venus on July 16 that will be very dif-
ficult to see.

VENUS emerges from the glare of the sun in
mid-July, beginning a new evening apparition.
by august, it will be visible low in the twilight,
shining at magnitude –3.8. the summer’s nota -
ble Venus event is its very close conjunction with
Jupiter (within 4 arc minutes) on aug. 27. 

MARS remains bright but low in the south as it
treks from libra into scorpius on its way to a late-
august meeting with saturn. as it recedes from
earth, the red planet loses a full magnitude, dimming
from –1.4 to –0.3 at the end of august. at the same
time, its disc shrinks from 16 arc seconds across to 10.5
arc seconds. on aug. 23 and 24, mars passes 2° above
antares and 4° below saturn. 

JUPITER gleams at magnitude –1.8 in leo but is descending
in the west at sunset, appearing most obvious in early July. it
loses a little altitude every night as it heads toward its sept. 26
conjunction with the sun. on aug. 27, Jupiter is 4 arc minutes
from Venus—a pairing visible with difficulty in binoculars near the
western horizon just after sunset. the waxing crescent moon shines
below Jupiter on July 8 and aug. 5.

SATURN dims from magnitude 0.2 to 0.5 and sits in the south
above antares each evening. Catch the ringed planet early in the
season for the best views.

URANUS glows at magnitude 5.8 from southern pisces. the planet
can be found climbing in the east after midnight and is due south
at dawn.

NEPTUNE, at magnitude 7.8, is visible late at night retrograd ing
below the 3.7-magnitude star lambda aquarii. neptune is closest
to lambda in mid-July, when it passes just ½° below the star.

JULY 2 waning crescent moon
3½° below aldebaran in morning
sky

JULY 4 new moon, 7:01 a.m.,
edt; earth farthest from sun for
2016 (152,103,776 km)

JULY 7 waxing crescent moon
3° below regulus in evening sky

JULY 8 waxing crescent moon
4° below Jupiter in evening sky

JULY 11 first-quarter moon

JULY 13 neptune passes ½°
below lambda aquarii all week

JULY 14 waxing gibbous moon
7° above mars in evening sky

JULY 15 waxing gibbous moon
2° above saturn in evening sky

JULY 16 mercury ½° above Venus,
very low in west after sunset

JULY 19 full moon, 6:57 p.m.,
edt

JULY 26 last-quarter moon

JULY 28 southern delta aquarid
meteor shower peaks

JULY 29 N waning crescent
moon 1½° to ¼° below 
aldebaran in morning sky

AUG. 2 new moon, 4:45 p.m.,
edt

AUG. 4  thin waxing crescent
moon 2° below mercury in
evening twilight

AUG. 5 waxing crescent moon
1° below Jupiter, very low in
evening twilight

AUG. 10 first-quarter moon

AUG. 11 waxing gibbous moon
6° west of saturn and 7° above
mars in evening sky

AUG. 12 N perseid meteor
shower peaks this morning

AUG. 13 saturn stops retro-
grade motion

AUG. 16 mercury at greatest
angle from sun (27°) and lies 
4° below Jupiter, very low in
evening sky

AUG. 18 full moon, 5:27 a.m.,
edt

AUG. 23 N mars 2° above
antares and 4° below saturn
tonight and tomorrow in
evening sky

AUG. 24 last-quarter moon

AUG. 25 N waning crescent
moon in hyades star cluster in
morning sky

AUG. 27 N Venus passes just 
4 arc minutes north of Jupiter 
in afternoon sky, then very low
in evening sky

AUG. 30 zodiacal light visible 
in eastern predawn sky during
next two weeks

N Impressive or relatively rare 
astronomical event

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 
 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

OUR CHART SHOWS the major stars, planets and constellations visible from canada and the northern united states within
one hour of these times:

EARlY JUlY: 11:30 P.M.; lATE JUlY: 10:30 P.M.
EARlY AUGUST: 9:30 P.M.; lATE AUGUST: DUSK
THE EDGE OF THE CHART represents the horizon; the overhead point is at centre. the faintest stars depicted shine at 
magnitude 5.0—a little brighter than what you can see under ideal conditions. on a moonless night in the country, you
will see more stars than are shown here; deep in the city, you will see fewer. (the planets are plotted for the middle of
the date range covered by the chart.)

USING THE STAR CHART OUTDOORS:the chart is most effective when you use about one-quarter of it at a time,
which roughly equals a comfortable field of view in a given direction. outdoors, match the horizon compass 
direction on the chart with the actual direction you are facing. don’t be confused by the east and west points on
the chart lying opposite their location on a map of the earth. When the chart is held up to match the sky, with
the direction you are facing at the bottom, the chart directions match the com pass points. for best results
when reading the chart outdoors, use a small flashlight heavily dimmed with red plastic or layers of brown
paper. unfiltered lights greatly reduce night-vision sensitivity.
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CELESTIAL CALENDAR

For additional details or late-breaking information, visit our website (skynews.ca). Also consult the 
Observer’s Handbook 2016, published by The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (www.rasc.ca or 888-924-7272).
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rotating nigHt skY: During the night, the 
Earth’s rotation on its axis slowly shifts the 

entire sky. This is the same motion that 
swings the Sun on its daily east-to-

west trek. The rotational hub is 
Polaris, the North Star, located 

almost exactly above the 
Earth’s North Pole. Every-

thing majestically 
marches counter- 
 clockwise around 

it, a motion that 
be  comes evident 

after about 
half an hour.

ConsteLLations:
The star groups 

linked by lines are 
the con stellations created 

by our ancestors thousands 
of years ago as a way of mapping 

the night sky. Modern astronomers 
still use the traditional names, which 

give today’s stargazers a per  manent link 
to the sky myths and legends of the past. 
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mars and saturn

MARS, SATURN AND THE MILKY WAY in the summer of 2014, mars and saturn appeared 
together in libra, well to the west of the milky way. in this photo, captured at grasslands national park,
in southern saskatchewan, the planets are at lower right, with mars situated below saturn. since 
2014, saturn has moved eastward into ophiuchus, where mars joins it in august.  PHOTO BY ALAN DYER

eXPloring the night sky
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the two planets 
meet near antares, 
while venus 
and Jupiter pass 
oh so close    
by Alan Dyer

this summer’s Prime attractions are mars and 
saturn, shining together low in the south after twilight fades.
meanwhile, Jupiter sinks into the sunset and encounters
venus emerging from the solar glare at the start of a new

evening apparition. the ever popular Perseid meteor shower is hampered
somewhat by moonlight, but don’t count it out—the display could get an
extra boost this year.

TWILIGHT TRYSTS
the theme for the summer of 2016 is twilight planets. the most conspic-
uous is Jupiter. after dominating the night sky all spring, it’s now posi-
tioned low in the west in twilight and is enjoying its last evening-sky 
hurrah for 2016. Before its apparition wraps up entirely, look for the planet
shining near the waxing crescent moon on July 8 and again one month
later, on august 5. gleaming at about magnitude –1.8, Jupiter retains its
title as the brightest planet (and starlike object) in the summer sky until
venus becomes more prominent later in the season.

mercury also puts in a brief appearance. normally, i wouldn’t get 
excited about a summer mercury apparition because the planet is too low
to see easily from canada at this time of year. that hasn’t changed. But
the fast-moving planet does have a few interesting (albeit challenging)
close encounters that make seeking it worth the effort. 

first, on July 16, look low (very low) in the west for a close conjunction
between mercury and venus. Both planets are climbing out of evening
twilight, with mercury heading toward its greatest separation from the
sun on august 16. But on July 16, the two inner worlds are briefly within
half a degree (one moon diameter) of each other as speedy mercury over-
takes venus. unfortunately, they’re positioned only 11 degrees northwest
of the sun. in spite of the brightness of both planets, sighting them during
early twilight will require a very clear sky and binoculars.

CONJUNCTION CHALLENGE as Venus and mercury climb higher in the west,
they lie just ½ degree apart on the evening of July 16. this will be a tough sighting
for Canadian observers because the two planets are very low in the west and close
to the sun.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. 

share the
summer
sky

WEST

ecliptic CANCER

mercury and venus
July 16, sunset

Mercury
Venus



mercury plays a
part in two more gath-
erings. on august 4,
the innermost planet 
is farther from venus
and higher in the west,
where it encounters a
waxing crescent moon.
the lunar disc serves as
a handy guide to spot-
ting mercury. find the

moon first, then look two degrees above 
it for mercury. Both objects fit in the field
of view of ordinary binoculars. and while
you have your binoculars out, scan down
and to the right to catch venus. gleaming
at magnitude –3.8, it should be obvious in
a clear sky.

the last summer event for mercury
happens on august 16, when it reaches 

its greatest elongation
from the sun. mercury
is situated about four
degrees below Jupiter
but is very low in the
west after sunset. like
our other twilight gath-
erings, enjoying this
one will require a crys-
tal-clear western hori-
zon and binoculars.

DAYTIME DUO
the summer’s final twilight meet-up is 
exceptionally rare and tricky to observe. at
6:31 p.m., edt, on august 27, venus and
Jupiter are four arc minutes apart—close
enough for both objects to fit in the field 
of view of a high-magnification telescope.
the last time the sky’s two brightest planets
were this close to each other was may 17,
2000. But on that date, they were just six
degrees from the blinding glare of the sun,
making the event essentially unobservable. 

for the august 27
conjunction, you’ll be
hunting for the planets
near the western hori-
zon during evening twi -
light. By then, venus
and Jupiter will have
moved apart slightly
but will still be sepa-
rated by a scant six arc
minutes. get out your
binoculars, and scan
due west shortly after
sunset. and if you suc-
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WESTERN PLANETS GATHER a
month after its July 8 encounter with
Jupiter, the waxing moon returns for 
an even closer conjunction with Jupiter
on august 5. a night earlier, the thin
lunar crescent is located below mercury.
meanwhile, Venus passes one degree
above regulus.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO
PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP.

TWILIGHT TRIO on august 16, one
month after its conjunction with Venus,
mercury reaches its greatest elongation
from the sun and is positioned four 
degrees below Jupiter. use Jupiter as a
guide to locate mercury in binoculars.
both planets are found just above the
western horizon.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT
PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP.

DUSK DUO  although Venus and Jupi -
ter are closest in the afternoon daytime
sky, by nightfall on august 27, their sep-
aration is still a mere six arc minutes.
this is so close, they may appear as a
single point of light to the unaided eye.
despite the pair’s combined brilliance,
their low altitude may make binocu-
lars essential for a clear sighting. look
for the planets early—from southern
Canada, they set less than an hour
after sunset.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO
PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP.

WEST

ecliptic

moon by mercury and Jupiter
august 4 and 5, sunset
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of binoculars
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ceed in spotting them, try for a naked-eye
sighting. in theory, they’re far enough apart
to be resolved without optical aid, but i sus-
pect that splitting the bright “double planet”
will be very difficult given the likelihood of
haze and atmospheric turbulence fuzzing
the view near the horizon. that said, if you
want an observing challenge, this one at
least offers a big reward.

the best view of this conjunction may
come well before sunset, when the planets
are closest and higher in the sky. you won’t
see them with the naked eye, but because
they lie 22 degrees east of the sun, they’re 
a relatively safe telescopic target (if you’re
careful), especially if you have a computer-
ized goto instrument.

the best approach is to set up your goto
telescope the night before the conjunction.
Perform the usual alignment procedure,
and be sure you set the focus with a low-
power eyepiece. next, put the scope into
Park or hibernate mode so that it’s ready
to go the next day. When it’s time to view
the conjunction, select either object from
the hand control’s solar system menu, and
if all goes well, the scope will centre the two
planets in the eyepiece. venus will stand
out easily even in a bright daytime sky;
Jupiter will appear larger but more ghostly.
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PERSEIDS WITH 
A GIBBOUS MOON
This isn’t the finest year for the popular
perseid meteor shower, but conditions
could certainly be worse. The main prob-
lem is a waxing gibbous Moon that illu-
minates the sky until after midnight.

For observers in North America, the
perseid peak occurs during daylight, at 
9 a.m., EDT, on August 12. That means
the moonless early-morning hours of
both August 12 (Friday) and August 13
(Saturday) should be best for meteor
watching. The Moon sets shortly after 
1 a.m. on Friday morning and roughly 
an hour later on Saturday. The pre dawn
hours of August 12 are the better of 
the two days, with a few more meteors
expected and less moonlight.

There is also some potentially good news for this year’s shower. Meteor researchers
Mikhail Maslov and Esko Lyytinen predict that Earth will pass through an unusually dense
part of the perseid stream, resulting in a richer than normal display. The enhanced activity
(if it occurs as expected) will take place on August 11, but during daylight hours for North
America. however, meteor researcher Jérémie Vaubaillon predicts that a new additional
peak could occur on August 11 during evening hours in North America. how much any of
this might add to your perseid count is uncertain.

in any case, don’t be discouraged by moonlight—we still might get a surprisingly rich
perseid display. But even when the Moon is up, the best views will be from rural sites far
from city lights. Get out, lie back, and look up.

The positions of Jupiter’s four larg est moons
are shown for each night of the two-month
period. Jupiter is rep re sen ted by the central
vertical shaft, while the moons are the four
wavy lines. The hori  zontal lines mark 8 p.m.,
EDT, on the dates in di  cated. Time flows from
top to bottom, so look proportionately
below the line for later times on a par ticular
date. East is to the left, and north is at the
top, as seen in bino c ulars. From closest to
farthest, the moons are Io, Europa, Gany -
 mede and Cal listo. Orbital periods are 
1.8, 3.6, 7.2 and 16.7 days, respectively.

keY:  

Io Europa Ganymede Callisto

July 1
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July 12
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July 20
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July 30

July 31
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JUpiTEr’S MooNS
July and august 2016
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CASSIOPEIA

rising radiant Point, Perseid sky
august 11, eVening

M31

PERSEUS

ANDROMEDA
Radiant Point

NorTh

Double cluster

RISING RADIANT  during the early eve -
ning of august 11, with the moon still shin-
ing in the southwest, the constellation per -
seus and the perseid radiant, from which 
the meteors appear to radiate, are low in the
northeast. by moonset later that night (the
morning of august 12), the radiant is high 
in the northeast, making the perseids more
plentiful.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/

SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP.
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viewing the conjunction takes a bit of
effort, but keep in mind that venus and
Jupiter won’t be this close again until 
november 22, 2065. on that date, the disc
of venus will actually pass directly in front
of Jupiter. sadly, most of us won’t be around
to see it.

MARS MEETS ITS MATCH—
AND SATURN TOO
mars was at its closest in late may, but even
as it recedes from earth during July and
august, it continues to outshine the bright-
est summer stars. in early august, the planet
heads toward antares as it moves east from
libra into scorpius. 

from august 22 to 25, mars and an tares
are less than two degrees apart, which sets
up an interesting opportunity to compare
and contrast the red planet with a red giant

star. it’s a fitting matchup when you con-
sider that the name antares means “rival
to” or “equal to ares,” the greek god of war,
a.k.a. mars. When they meet, the planet is
about four times brighter than the star. at
least on that score, mars wins this red-rival
competition. 

also near antares is slow-moving sat-
urn, positioned roughly one binocular field
to the north all summer. so as mars passes
by, it threads a path between antares and
the ringed planet. on august 23 and 24, the
three are stacked up in a vertical line, low
in the south at nightfall. 

although saturn reached opposition in
early June, it still presents us with good
viewing opportunities in July, despite its
southern declination. saturn’s famed rings
are now open almost as wide as possible,
making them an easy target even for a low-

power telescope. But don’t delay. as the 
season progresses, the planet sinks ever
lower into the dense layer of air near the
horizon, making sharp telescopic views less
and less likely. 

DAWN MOONS IN TAURUS
While all the planetary action takes place
in the evening this summer, the morning
sky does feature a trio of close encounters
between the waning crescent moon and
aldebaran, the brightest star in the constel-
lation taurus.

the first encounter happens during
morning twilight on July 2, when a very
thin crescent moon rises roughly 3½ de-
grees below aldebaran. one lunar cycle

MARS IN THE MIDDLE  by august 23, mars has moved between antares and saturn to create a 
vertical line of bright lights in the southern sky. mars, at magnitude –0.4, outshines 0.4-magnitude 
saturn, which, in turn, outshines 1.0-magnitude antares. 

FAST-MOVING MARS  beginning July 1, mars resumes its normal
eastward motion against the background stars and spends the summer
zipping from libra into scorpius. meanwhile, saturn ends its retrograde
motion and begins its eastward trek in mid-august.  
COURTESY THESKYX™/SOFTWARE BISQUE 

LINE OF WORLDS CLOSE-UP  on august 24,
mars is a little farther east of a line connecting
antares and saturn as the red planet passes be-
tween them. all three are close enough to frame
with binoculars.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/

SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. (BOTH)

Path of Saturn
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ecliptic
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Aug 15
Aug 30

OPHIUCHUS
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mars meets saturn
July and august

Aug 15

Aug 30

July 30

July 15
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Path of Mars
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SAGITTARIUS SCORPIUS LIBRA

mars, saturn and antares
august 23, eVening
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mars, saturn and antares
august 24
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later, on July 29, early risers will be treated
to the sight of the moon positioned impres-
sively close to aldebaran. Just how close 
depends on where you live. from east ern
canada, the lunar disc appears about 1½
degrees south of the star, but by the time the
moon rises in western canada, it has edged
closer to aldebaran and lies only ¼ degree
away. the pairing will be a superb sight in
any instrument and to the unaided eye.
consider seeking out a site with a photo-
genic eastern horizon, and try to capture
the scene with your camera. 

By late august, another lunar cycle has
passed and taurus now rises around 1 a.m.
on the night of august 24/25, the last-
quarter moon sits at the tip of the v-shaped
hyades star cluster. as night progresses, the
lunar disc continues eastward and slowly
edges its way well into the cluster. the scene
will be a fine one in binoculars or a low-
power telescope.

the return of taurus means that time is
running out for mars, saturn and the con-
stellations of summer. the winter sky—and
the weather that comes with it—isn’t far off.
as if you need reminding! F
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FINDING NEPTUNE
Befitting its mythological character,
Neptune is currently found in the 
watery constellation Aquarius. This
summer, the eighth-magnitude planet
is easier to locate than usual because it
passes near fourth-magnitude lambda
(λ) Aquarii. The two are closest in mid-
July, when Neptune is positioned just
½ degree below the star. By the end 
of August, Neptune’s separation from
lambda has widened to a full degree,
but they will still fit into the field of
view of a low-power telescope. Look
for a dim, blue dot at the location 
indicated in the chart at right, then 
increase the magnification to confirm
your find. if it’s Neptune, the extra
power should reveal the planet’s 2.3-
arc-second-wide disc. 

CRESCENT MOON AND STAR  from eastern
Canada, the moon appears 1½ degrees west 
of aldebaran at sunrise on July 29. by dawn in
western Canada, the moon is a scant ¼ degree
below aldebaran.  COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/

SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP. (BOTH)

BLUE PLANET PATH  in mid-July, neptune passes just ½ degree south of lambda (λ) aquarii—close enough for both objects to fit nicely in a 
medium-power telescopic field. neptune continues to retrograde westward away from lambda throughout the summer. (north is up in this chart.)
on september 2, the blue planet reaches opposition and is at its brightest for 2016.   COURTESY THESKYX™/SOFTWARE BISQUE

MIDNIGHT SIGHT  the final summer meeting between 
the moon and aldebaran occurs on the night of august 24/25,
when the two rise together at local midnight. the lunar disc
then appears at the tip of the V-shaped hyades star cluster.
COURTESY STARRY NIGHT PRO PLUS™/SIMULATION CURRICULUM CORP.

MORNING MEETING  by dawn on august 25,
the crescent moon has moved into the hyades
star cluster. this is an especially attractive sight
for observers in western Canada (as shown here).
use your binoculars for a fine view in morning
twilight.

Typical 7°  field 
of binoculars
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EARTH ON AUGUST 23, 1966  Just be-
yond the lunar limb, almost 383,000 kilome-
tres away on the crescent earth, the beatles
were in new york City on their final concert
tour. they began playing at shea stadium a
few hours after lunar orbiter 1 captured this
view of our planet and the battered surface
of the moon. presented here is the restored
version of the 1966 image, created in 2008
by the lunar orbiter image recovery project.
COURTESY NASA/LOIRP

in the march/aPril SkyNews, we presented two dramatic
photographs of our beautiful blue earth hovering over the starkly
desolate surface of the moon. the cover image was captured last

october by the lunar reconnaissance orbiter, while inside the issue,
we featured the iconic december 1968 apollo 8 “earthrise” shot. But
as famous as the apollo image is, the first view of earth from the moon
was actually recorded 50 years ago this august by a little-remembered
spacecraft called lunar orbiter 1. 

by Gary Seronik

ON THE MOON

First ‘Earthrise’ at 50
On August 23, 1966, a robotic explorer captured 
humankind’s first view of Earth from the Moon 
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in the 1960s, reaching the moon was
the focus of space programs in both the
united states (publicly declared by Pres-
ident John f. kennedy in his famous 1961
speech) and the soviet union (not ac-
knowledged at the time). in preparation
for the apollo landings, nasa sent a 
series of robotic explorers to the moon 
to map and characterize its surface. find-
ing a safe place for astronauts to set down
was job #1—a task that fell largely to the
lunar orbiter series of spacecraft.

in total, five lunar orbiters were
launched between august 1966 and 
august 1967. essentially, each spacecraft
was a big camera mated to a set of solar
panels and manoeuvring rockets. the
lunar orbiter cameras, built by kodak,
were remarkably sophisticated. each fea-
tured an 80mm lens for wide-angle shots

and a 610mm telephoto lens for close-
ups. although both lenses were fixed at
f/5.6, ground controllers could choose be-
tween three different shutter speeds: 1/25,
1/50 and 1/100 second. and, remember,
this was long before the era of digital pho-
tography. Picture taking in the 1960s was
strictly a film affair, so each orbiter cam-
era was loaded with 80 metres of fine-
grain 70mm film. the spacecraft not only
snapped the photos but also developed
the film, scanned it and transmitted the
results back to earth. oh, and it had to
complete all those chores in zero gravity
while enduring extremes of temperature.
if that sounds technologically daunting,
it should. and yet all five missions were
so successful that a sixth lunar orbiter,
already built and ready to go, was never
launched.

the first lunar orbiter lifted off from
cape canaveral on august 10, 1966. less
than four days later, it was circling the
moon. of the 413 images lunar orbiter 1
recorded, the look-back-at-earth photo
reproduced here is easily the best-known.
ironically, it wasn’t part of the initial im-
aging plan. once controllers realized that
a frame including earth was possible, the
decision to attempt it was fraught with
worry. changing the spacecraft’s orienta-
tion to aim earthward involved significant
risk. the mission would be a failure if the
orbiter couldn’t be reoriented to point
back at the moon and resume its mapping
work. in the end, nasa (probably mind-
ful of the photo’s potential to generate
press coverage and impress government
officials who controlled the agency’s fund-
ing) decided to take the chance.

the version of the “earthrise” photo
reproduced here is actually a good deal
better than the one we saw in 1966. as a
final, improbable footnote to the lunar
orbiter story, a small band of dedicated
researchers, engineers and enthusiasts 
undertook the lunar orbiter image re-
covery Project beginning in 1986. after a 
series of fits and starts, the team eventually
settled into an abandoned mcdonald’s
restaurant (dubbed “mcmoon”), its goal
to extract fresh data from the original mis-
sion tapes. the image on these pages was
released on november 13, 2008, and rep-
resents the first fruits of the team’s remark -
able “techno-archaeology” labours. the
quality of the restored images is stunning.
indeed, the best resolution achieved by
the lunar orbiters (about one metre) was
exceeded only when the lunar reconnais -
sance orbiter started beaming pictures
back to earth nearly half a century later.

it’s an oft-noted irony that humankind
journeyed all the way to the moon only
to discover earth. looking homeward
across that barren lunar landscape, we
could fully appreciate our planet as a
“grand oasis in the big vastness of space,”
as apollo 8 astronaut Jim lovell put it.
for many, this lunar orbiter photo pro-
vided the first graphic representation of
that idea. F

Gary Seronik is a dedicated lunaphile and
this magazine’s new editor.
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a s it sWeePs across the summer sky, the milky Way brings to mind
the turbulent 19th-century landscapes of english artist William turner. stars
billow from the galaxy’s central hub like snowflakes in a driving storm. in
their midst rises a great column of interstellar dust, black and sooty, as though

pouring from a factory chimney. But buried unseen, deep within this celestial masterpiece,
lies an even grander subject: the supermassive black hole that resides at the galaxy’s core.

“that’s where the action is,” says avery Broderick, a theoretical physicist at the uni-
versity of Waterloo, in ontario. he has spent the past several years generating computer
simulations of what the black hole would look like if a telescope could show it. now such
an instrument may be at hand in the form of a global network of radio observatories called
the event horizon telescope (eht).

SEEING THE LIGHT
the goal of the eht is to take the intense but featureless glow of radio energy that 
emanates from the vicinity of the black hole and turn it into something that looks like a
photographic image. in Broderick’s words, it’s about putting an end to “blobology.”

“We’re not just looking at ever smaller blobs of unresolved emissions,” he says. “instead,
we’ll be looking at the black hole at scales that allow us to see physical structure.” the
scales involved are mind-boggling in two ways. up close, the milky Way’s central black
hole would certainly look enormous, measuring 4.3 million times the sun’s mass and over

EXTREME ASTRONOMY  under the cold, dry antarctic air, the 10-metre south pole
telescope (shown here illuminated by moonlight) offers an important window on the
radio universe at millimetre and submillimetre wavelengths. it joined the event horizon
telescope project in 2015 and gives the multilocation array its longest baselines, vastly
improving its overall resolutions.  COURTESY JASON GALLICCHIO, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
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astronomers are on the brink of being able to see the black hole 
lurking at the centre of our galaxy  by Ivan Semeniuk

 

peering into the abyss:
seeing the milky Way’s

dark Heart 
UNDER THE MILKY WAY  facing page, top:
one of the summer sky’s most magnificent
sights is our home galaxy arching across the
night sky. the richest part of the milky way lies 
in sagittarius, where the galaxy’s dense core is 
located. in a celestial case of not being able to
see the forest for the trees, the centre of our 
own milky way galaxy is obscured from our view
by intervening layers of interstellar dust. but
radio, infrared and x-ray observations together
demonstrate that a giant black hole is present
there. SkyNews associate editor alan dyer cap-
tured this view from australia last april.

POWERHOUSE ARRAY  facing page, bottom:
the atacama large millimeter/submillimeter
array (alma), in Chile, is the world’s premier 
instrument for observing at short radio wave-
lengths. with 66 individual dishes, alma boasts
high sensitivity that will give astronomers a
chance to resolve features in the radio emissions
coming from the environment around the milky
way’s central black hole.  COURTESY ALMA
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30 times its diameter. But seen from earth,
its apparent size is minuscule, comparable
to a softball at the distance of the moon.
the challenge of resolving features around
such a compact target is what makes the
eht a truly daunting proposition.

as every backyard astronomer knows,
the richest part of the milky Way lies in
sagittarius. and that richness is no illusion
—our home galaxy’s nucleus lies there. as-
tronomers have been aware since the 1930s
that the centre of the milky Way gives 
off plenty of radio noise. some of that static
comes from an extended and complex re-
gion of interstellar gas. But in 1974, astrono -
mers also identified a compact radio source

known as sgr a* (pronounced “sadge-eh-star”).
Because of foreground dust, sgr a* can-

not be seen directly. But by probing the 
region at infrared wavelengths, which can
penetrate the dust, astronomers have spot-
ted several bright stars there. the stars ap-
pear to be locked in orbit around a massive
but unseen object—undoubtedly a giant
black hole, whose position corresponds 
exactly to that of sgr a*.

VISUALIZING BLACK HOLES
our modern understanding of what a black
hole looks like is based on einstein’s 100-
year-old general theory of relativity. the
theory predicts that any object of suffi-

ciently high density will succumb to its own
gravity and collapse into a pointlike sin -
gularity that is hidden within a shadowy
bound ary called the event horizon. no light
can escape the event horizon. it appears as
a black void, while light from sources near
and behind the black hole is distorted, as
though by a giant lens in space.

event horizons do not give off radio
waves, any more than they do light. the 
sgr a* radio emissions come from highly
energized electrons in a hot, magnetized gas
flowing into the black hole. this is what the
eht aims to visualize. if the image is sharp
enough, the black hole should appear as a
dark, circular cutout in the radio glow. Be-
cause of relativistic effects, the glow is ex-
pected to be brighter on one side, where the
gas is moving toward us as it swirls around
the black hole. But as light from this region
is bent by gravity, it should also form a
“photon ring” around the dark disc, creating
something that looks a bit like the diamond-
ring effect during a total solar eclipse.

at visible wavelengths, this bizarre ap-
parition can’t even outshine a single bright
star. that’s because so little gas is currently
falling onto the black hole—just a small
fraction of the earth’s mass each year. But
when observed through a radio “eye” of 
sufficient size, the milky Way’s dark heart
could still prove to be very revealing.

WE’RE GONNA 
NEED A BIGGER SCOPE . . .
calculations show that it would take a radio
telescope the size of a planet to discern
these details in sgr a*’s distant glow. yet
thanks to very-long-baseline interferome-
try, that’s exactly what the eht is designed
to be. By carefully combining observations
from two widely separated radio dishes, as-
tronomers can achieve a resolution similar
to that of a single instrument as large as 
the distance between dishes. the technique
is not new, but in terms of resolving ever
smaller regions of the radio sky, the eht is

Sgr A*

location of central black hole
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DEEP IN THE HEART OF THE MILKY WAY
left: the galactic centre is located in sagittarius,
near the familiar teapot asterism. lower left: a
penetrating view in infrared light from the hub-
ble space telescope reveals the dense stellar
neighbourhood around the galactic centre. the
supermassive black hole at the galactic centre,
associated with the radio source sgr a*, is not 
a prominent feature at these wavelengths.
CHART BY GLENN LEDREW; PHOTO COURTESY NASA, ESA AND
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“really pushing the envelope,” says vincent
fish of the mit haystack observatory, in
Westford, massachusetts.

to image emissions around the black
hole, the project needs the longest possible
baselines and as many of them as possible.
When the eht began taking data a decade
ago, there were three participating dishes in
the continental united states and hawaii.
now the array has grown to include sites in
mexico and europe and at the south Pole.
fish compares the strategy of using multi-
ple antennas to picking out the notes of a
melody. one baseline alone may be suffi-
cient to detect only a few notes here and
there. adding antennas creates many more
baselines, and the melody becomes more
recognizable. “even though you may not 
be able to reconstruct the piece of music
faithfully,” he says, “you know what it is.”

But while resolution is key, the eht
must also be sensitive, or it won’t see much
of anything with its supersharp vision. fish
compares this to listening for a melody in a
noisy room. it takes a good ear to hear over
the noise. that is why eht team members
are hoping this will be the year they can

harness the 66 precision antennas of the 
atacama large millimeter/submillimeter
array (alma), located high in the chilean
andes. a proposal to involve alma in 
the next eht observing run is now under 
review. if approved, the eht will be able to
start imaging the milky Way’s central black
hole next spring.

even then, the signal will have to be in-
terpreted with great care, because there are
so many complicating factors. first, thanks
to the earth’s motion, the eht’s baselines
are constantly changing with respect to the
source’s position. second, the source itself
could also be evolving over timescales as
short as several minutes, as clumps of hot
gas orbit the black hole at blinding speed.
finally, the radio signal is blurred as it
passes through intervening clouds of ion-
ized interstellar gas of different densities 
on its long journey to earth. the effect is
analogous to what happens to starlight as it
passes through the earth’s atmosphere. re-
searchers have been developing strategies
to deal with these effects, and anticipation
is building that the eht will be able to de-
liver on its ambitious goal.

TESTING EINSTEIN
Perimeter institute theoretical physicist
luis lehner, who is not directly involved
with the eht project, says a successful re-
sult would be a boon to black hole research.
among other things, studies of the milky
Way’s giant black hole using the eht would

complement the information gleaned from
the detection of gravitational waves pro-
duced by the collision of two smaller black
holes earlier this year. and it would put
einstein’s theory to the test.

“While general relativity predicts a black
hole would behave the same way no matter
what its mass,” says lehner, “this need not
be the case if gravity were described by an
alternative theory.” he adds that as the
quality of the eht’s data improves, the 
research community will feel increasingly
confident that it has a new and reliable way
of studying a giant black hole directly.

in the past six months, the project has
already published evidence that it has de-
tected the magnetic field of the gas swirling
around the black hole. and an analysis of
seven years’ worth of eht data gathered 
so far is already hinting at the structure 
that may soon be revealed with the added
horse power that would come with alma’s
joining the network. avery Broderick is
eager to see more. “i didn’t get into this
game because i wanted to make a bunch of
pretty images on a computer,” he says. “i did
it because i want to answer some funda-
mental questions about black holes.”

By next summer, when the sagittarius
milky Way once again comes wheeling into
view, some of those questions may have 
already been answered. F

Ivan Semeniuk is a science reporter for 
the globe and mail newspaper and website.
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ANATOMY OF A BLACK HOLE  a theoretical model (above left) shows
what the structure of radio emissions from the vicinity of the milky way’s
central black hole might look like at high resolution. gas falling onto the
black hole forms a disc whose approaching edge looks brighter due to 
relativistic effects and appears as a luminous spot to one side of the dark
event horizon. the spot is spread out by gravitational lensing into a “pho-
ton ring” that reveals the black hole in silhouette. seen from earth, this
image would be distorted by passing through clouds of ionized interstel-
lar gas, but it could be reconstructed (above right) by applying imaging 
algorithms to data gathered by the expanded event horizon telescope
starting as early as 2017.  COURTESY AVERY BRODERICK, UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO,

PERIMETER INSTITUTE FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICSPLANET-SIZED TELESCOPE  by harness-
ing several radio dishes at various locations
around the globe, the event horizon tele-
scope can combine observations to achieve
the same resolution as a single giant dish
that’s nearly the size of earth. the addition of
sites in france and spain allows the telescope
to operate when different hemispheres are
facing the galactic centre.  COURTESY ALMA
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constellation corner

he Was a Physician, a herbal-
ist and an all-round good guy.
he could turn snake’s venom

into medicine. he cured every ill. he even
revived the dead. today, he is known as
ophiuchus. But “ophiuchus” isn’t really a
name at all—it’s a label formed from two
greek words loosely meaning “to handle 
the serpent.” 

ophiuchus is actually aesculapius, the
son of apollo. at an early age, aesculapius
came under the care of the centaur chiron,
who was wise in the ways of herbal medi-
cine and healing. the youngster must have
absorbed everything chiron taught him,
because he eventually became the greek
god of medicine. legend has it that aescula -
pius’s knowledge was handed down to his
descendants and, ultimately, to hippocrates
—a real person, born about 460 B.c., who
is widely regarded as the father of medical 
science. 

aesculapius’s most important claim was
that snake venom could kill or cure, de-
pending on how it was applied. it was a
tricky business, and dr. aesculapius was
good at it. indeed, aesculapius became 
so skilled that he could literally raise the
dead. however, this clever revival act miffed
Pluto, god of the underworld, who com-
plained that his kingdom would lose busi-
ness if aesculapius kept curing the termi-
nally ill. Pluto lobbied Jupiter to dispatch the
giant eagle, aquila, with a thunderbolt to
fell the doctor. later, Jupiter placed aescula -
pius in the heavens, ostensibly out of sym-
pathy but, in reality, so that he could keep
an eye on him should the gods ever require
his special powers.

curiously, the mystical medicine theme
isn’t reflected in the star names of ophi-
uchus. second-magnitude alpha ophiuchi
is known as rasalhague, which means only
“head of the serpent collector.” third-mag-
nitude delta and epsilon together symbolize
one hand. their odd-sounding monikers,
yed Prior and yed Posterior, refer to “pre-
ceding star of the hand” and “following star
of the hand.” nearby is fourth-magnitude
lambda, or marfik, which means “elbow.”
second-magnitude eta, or sabik, and third-
magnitude beta, or cebalrai, aren’t even ana -
tomical—cebalrai is, strangely, “the shep -
herd’s dog,” while sabik’s meaning is unclear.

ophiuchus does straddle the coils of 
serpens the serpent, the universal symbol
of medicine. traditional star charts depict
ophiuchus dividing serpens into two con-
stellations. the snake’s tail section, labelled
serpens cauda, is separated from its head,
known as serpens caput. “caput” doesn’t
mean that the snake is dead, but if it were,
ophiuchus would soon fix it. F

the giant summer constellation ophiuchus the serpent
bearer is the celestial physician  by Ken Hewitt-White

oPhiuchus



Å SPIRAL GALAXY NGC4725 astrophotog-
rapher dan posey of Victoria, british Columbia, used
a Celestron 11-inch edgehd schmidt-Cassegrain 
telescope to take this 11-hour CCd exposure. lo-
cated 40 million light-years away, in the direction 
of the constellation Coma berenices, ngC4725 has
the distinction of boasting a single spiral arm.

ÑNEAR AND FAR the owl nebula (m97, lower
left) is in the same telescopic field as the galaxy
m108 (upper right). but in astronomy, such juxta -
positions are often misleading, as is the case here.
the owl, a planetary nebula, is 12,000 light-years
away, while m108 is 45 million light-years distant.
image by Jeff donaldson of enfield, nova scotia.

gallery
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Å JUPITER AND ITS FAMOUS RED SPOT
this year, Jupiter’s great red spot is living up to 
its name, sporting a distinct red-orange hue that
makes it unmistakable in any telescope. in past
years, the spot has varied in visibility but is rarely 
as obvious as it is now. this fine image of the giant
planet was taken by gordon rife of schomberg, 
ontario, on march 19 using a 10-inch f/5 newtonian
fitted with a 4x tele Vue power mate amplifying lens
and an imaging source camera.

CosmiC Vistas
Once again, our readers have captured a superb selection of celestial
treats, from a solar system giant to remote nebulas and galaxies 

É CELESTIAL HORSEHEAD
one of the most iconic objects in 
astronomy, the horsehead nebula is 
a one-light-year-wide dark cloud of 
gas and dust silhouetted by a more 
distant nebula illuminated by starlight.
a similar configuration is responsible 
for the Cone nebula featured on the 
facing page. the horsehead was imaged
by scott Champion of haneytown, new
brunswick, using an explore scientific
102mm ed refractor operating at f/5.6
with an atik 383l+ CCd camera. a total
exposure of 5.2 hours was taken over
four nights. 
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CONE NEBULA  elusive for visual observers, the Cone nebula (left) 
is a star-forming region in the constellation monoceros. the more 
extensive and fainter extension at centre is known as the fox fur 
nebula. this image was captured by scott Champion of haneytown,
new brunswick, using the equipment described with the horsehead
nebula photo on the facing page.

THE GREAT SPIRAL GALAXY M81  
one of the brightest galaxies in the sky, m81 
is 12 million light-years distant. it is about the
same size as our home galaxy, the milky way.
this image was captured by yves tremblay
from his backyard observatory in Vaudreuil-
dorion, a suburb of montreal, on two con -
secutive nights in march using a 10-inch
ritchey-Chrétien telescope at f/8 with a zwo
asi120mm camera. 
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ARIZONA SKY VILLAGE
Astronomy Home for Sale

$179,000 (U.S.)

AMAZING DARK SKIES!
1,625-square-foot, fully furnished, 
three-bedroom/two-bathroom 
home on four acres.
Rentals are also available.
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Jupiter’s Amazing 
Shrinking Red Spot

You would think that 58 years of observing Jupiter would prepare me for anything

last aPril, i was eyeing a
perfect day of mild spring
weather as it transitioned 

to evening. a quick check with www.
cleardarksky.com indicated that the
next two nights would be clear, with
above-average seeing. it was time 
to be comfortably ensconced in my
backyard observatory for some ex-
tended viewing of the solar system’s
giant planet Jupiter.

my target would be the big
world’s famous great red spot. 
during much of the past half cen-
tury, the spot has not lived up to the
red part of its name. more often than
not, it has appeared as a pale version
of itself, as though a gauzy atmo -
spheric curtain were drawn in front of it
(the not-so-great beige spot?). or, worse,
some years, just a dent in Jupiter’s south
equatorial belt indicated where it should
be—but wasn’t. this year, however, planet
watchers are report ing the spot as a distinc-
tive red-orange, mak ing it visible in scopes
as small as 70mm aperture.

at this point, i need to preface what fol-
lows with a description of my roll-off roof
observatory. it is a roomy 20 by 24 feet and
features a motorized roof-opening mech -
anism that uses a chain drive. i begin an
evening in my observatory by pushing the
“open” button, and the one-ton roof rum-
bles away to reveal the starry sky. it’s quite
impressive. visitors occasionally applaud.

tonight, i pressed the button. 
Bang!! thwack!
the first noise was the chain breaking;

the second was the chain recoil. 
upon inspection, i found the chain lying

limp like a dead snake. this was a repair job

needing two people and daylight, so my
only option was to set up a telescope outside
the disabled observatory. By this time, Jupi -
ter was near the zenith and the red spot was
approaching Jupiter’s central meridian. But
there was no way i was not going to make
that observation!

my two favourite portable telescopes are
an 8-inch f/5 newtonian reflector and a
120mm f/7.5 doublet apochromatic refrac-
tor. either fits on my portable 20-year-old
vixen equatorial mount. i chose the refrac-
tor mainly because it cools to ambient tem-
perature a bit faster than the reflector. (a 
telescope that has not reached equilibrium
with the air temperature around it intro-
duces its own unsteady viewing conditions,
often called “tube” currents.)

With the scope and mount finally set up,

i centred Jupiter in the field of view
at 140x, turned on the mount’s drive
motor and . . . nothing. “What else 
can go wrong?” i mumbled to my-
self. then i remembered that the 
d-cell battery pack for the motor
drive had spent the winter on the
floor of the observatory. of course,
it was as dead as a brick. 

i eventually located a substitute
power pack and settled down to en -
joy the planet. it was worth all the
trouble. Jupiter looked almost as 
detailed as the image at left, taken
through a 12.5-inch telescope by
south Woodslee, ontario, astro-
imager michael Pataky. and the spot’s
colour in the photo is a good match

for what i saw. the view recalled the views 
i’d had in the late 1980s when members of
my college astronomy course saw it with a
75mm refractor set up on the campus lawn.

Beyond the spot’s hue and visibility, it’s
the size of the monster cloud vortex that has
attracted the attention of researchers. in the
late 1870s, it was measured at 41,000 kilo-
metres in its longest dimension. since then,
it has been on a diet, with a steadily shrink-
ing waistline. the most recent hubble space
telescope images show the spot pared down
to 16,000 kilometres wide and about 9,000
kilometres from top to bottom—roughly
the size of planet earth—and much more
circular than in past decades.

the Jovian show continues in a sky 
near you until the end of august—don’t
miss it.  F

Terence Dickinson, skynews editor emeritus,
began observing Jupiter in 1958 with a 60mm
refractor telescope.

by Terence Dickinson

COSMIC MUSINGS
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HERE, SPOT!  the solar system's most famous
spot rides just below Jupiter’s south equatorial
belt. PHOTO BY MICHAEL PATAKY






